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Abstract
This thesis examines the controversial prospect of Factor timing. We use
Thompson Reuters data that allow us to construct international risk-factors
and respective predictive signals and we test the capacity of these signals to
time factors using the Kelly Criterion formula to determine the optimal fraction of capital to invest. Concerning the United States market, we showed that
among all signals that we used only the Value Spread seems to contain some
predictive power for all the factors in the study. All other timing signals were
almost uniformly disappointing and were unable to time any of the factors. We
further showed that timing strategies performed much better in the intentional
setting, often outperforming the passive buy-and-hold approach.
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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá relativně kontroverzním tématem časování faktorů. V
práci jsou použita Thompson Reuters data k zkonstruování mezinárodních risk
faktorů a k nim příslušným signálům. Schopnost těchto signálů časovat faktory je otestována pomocí Kellyho kritéria, které udává optimální část kapitálu,
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is a defining characteristic of a Hero, to always be in the right time at the
right place. Heroes usually have some intuition, a sixth sense, that guides
them to act in the right way and to be where they are needed the most. In
the real world, to be at the right time in the right place, a good prediction is
needed (or a great dose of luck). The same holds in Finance. It is almost the
holy grail of investing, being able to buy low and sell high as the hackneyed
phrase tells. But is such endeavour possible or is it just an illusion? There
is a large volume of published studies regarding the topic of market timing,
and in the recent two decades, the discussion shifted to Factor timing. Factor
premium is notoriously time-varying. There are periods where certain factors
generate fairly decent returns, but there are periods, often long ones, in which
their returns are in red numbers. As it seems, stock markets are fairly efficient,
which makes accurate factor timing extremely difficult. Even so difficult that
it is often recommended not even to try. But the history is full of concepts
that were thought impossible, at least to the very moment someone figured it
out. So both academics and practitioners around the globe are still actively
researching this field. The prize is big. Nowadays, not only that different factor
exposures can explain the large portion of various investment fund strategies
returns but there are also ETFs that mimic the factor performance completely.
Hence being able to predict somehow the factor’s performance may help to
generate a fortune.
In this thesis, we would like to contribute to Factor timing literature by investigating four types of timing signals - Value Spread, time-series momentum,
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average momentum and Spread of the sorting signal1 . We test each signal on
all studied factors - HML, SMB and WML. Value spread as a timing signal has
been previously, and quite successfully, tested by other researchers. Most relevant papers include e.g. Cohen et al. (2003), Arnott et al. (2016) and Baba Yara
et al. (2018). Other signals used in this thesis have not been investigated much
yet. More importantly, our methodology that tries to leverage the potential
predictability by employing the Kelly criterion to determine the ideal fraction
to invest in the factor each month, according to Author’s knowledge, has not
yet been tested before in the context of factor timing. Lastly, we provide a
glimpse of international results that provide further insight into timing.
In the sections that follow, we firstly introduce the general theoretical framework. Chapter 2 is devoted to the explanation of key concepts of this thesis returns, factors, timing and Kelly criterion together with the description of a
few important econometrical concepts. Chapter 3 follows with the summary of
the literature regarding factor timing. In Chapter 4 we describe the methodology that we use, namely forecasting one-period future return with rolling
predictive regression, forecasting one-period future variance by GARCH and
finally applying Kelly Criterion formula to determine the fraction of capital to
invest each month. Chapter 5 describes in detail the process of data cleaning,
factor construction and finally signal construction. In Chapter 6, we show that
our factors are comparable to factors of Fama and French and we elaborate on
empirical results. We further discuss the international results and we end this
section with notes on robustness. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

1
Note that there is an overlap of these signals. Value Spread is sorting signal spread for
HML factor and average momentum is sorting signal of WML factor. Hence sorting spread
signal adds only one new signal - Size Spread.

Chapter 2
Theory
2.1
2.1.1

Returns
Returns as a measure of asset performance

The price of practically any asset is fluctuating in time. If two points in time are
taken, one may ask how the asset performed during this period. Did investor
make a profit or a loss on her investment? The raw price difference multiplied
with the amount of asset owned does answer these questions, but this measure
of performance is not the most convenient for several reasons.
• Absolute measure of price difference would not be comparable within
assets with prices of a different order of magnitude. (When the price
of an ABC stock increases from 5$ to 6$ it is 20% return while when a
different stock experience the same price increase from 100 to 101 it is
only 1% return).
• Absolute measure of price difference would not be comparable within
assets denominated in different currencies. There would be a need for
currency conversion which would complicate the analysis.1
Because of the issues raised above, considerably more convenient performance
measure is a return. There are three types of returns - Total , Linear and
Compounded (logarithmic). But generally, all of them are just functions of the
prices in two times.2
1

Mind the fact that returns may also be currency dependent. Specifically in a case where
returns in other than home currency are desired.
2
They are also functions of one another: L = H + 1 = eC + 1 , C = log(L + 1) = log(H)
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Total return: Ht =
Linear return: Lt =

Pt
Pt−1
Pt −Pt−1
Pt−1

Compounded (logarithmic): Ct = log

(

Pt
Pt−1

)

Each return type has slightly different properties, and researchers always use
the most convenient one for their application. In this thesis mainly Linear
return will be used and usually will be denoted simply R.

2.1.2

Returns as a Market Invariants

For both modelling the market and econometric analysis, variables with particular properties are desirable. Specifically, variables that repeat themselves
throughout history are needed. Such variables are called Invariants, and because of their repetitive behaviour, their distribution can be inferred. Abd
once the distribution is approximated, it can be analyzed. To formally define
invariants, we take the definition from Meucci (2009).
Definition 2.1. For a starting point t̃ and time interval τ̃ consider a set of equally
spaced dates
Dt̃,τ̃ = {t̃, t̃ + τ̃ , t̃ + 2τ̃ , ...}
Let Xt be a set of random variables such
Xt , t ∈ Dt̃,τ̃
Then the random variables Xt are market invariants for the starting point t̃
and the estimation interval τ̃ if they are independent and identically distributed
and if the realization xt of Xt becomes available at time t.
Following the definition, two simple graphical tests can be performed on
the realized time-series data in order to detect the invariance.
1. Split time-series into two samples and compare their histograms. If the
observations are draws from the same distribution both histograms should
be fairly similar.
2. Create a scatter plot of the realized time series on one axis and its lagged
values on the other axis. The scatter plot should resemble a circular
cloud.
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Both tests can be performed in order to test whether returns can be considered
market invariants. For illustration, we tested the monthly returns of the HML
factor. Note that returns are not technically independent because absolute
returns and hence volatilities are autocorrelated. However, as is standard in
the literature and also as is apparent from Figure 2.1, monthly linear returns
of HML factor have satisfied both graphical tests and because returns at time
t are available at that time, they can be considered Market Invariants.3

Figure 2.1: Invariance tests of HML factor returns.

2.2
2.2.1

Factors
Motivating Factors

Before defining factors, let us motivate them by asking a question. Why do
stocks, as an asset class, have higher long term realized returns than bonds?4
Shifting the above question a bit helps to find an intuitive answer - why would
any investor want to own bonds instead of stocks, given the fact that stocks
have higher returns? The common-sense answer is that investors care not only
about the expected return of the investment, they also care about the riskiness
of it. And since bonds have been historically shown to be less risky than stocks,
3

The same holds for the returns of all other factors as well. However, be aware that for
example cumulative returns, if they are overlapping, do not have the properties of market
invariants.
4
Stocks have been empirically shown that in the long-term, they bring much higher returns
than bonds. Specifically, in the almost any 20y long period stocks outperform bonds by a
significant margin.
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it probably is the very reason why many investors want to hold them. This
idea serves as a foundation to answer the first question, and if we returned
to 1960s, the answer would be that the return on stocks is higher than on
bonds because investors in stocks undertake higher risk. This is an idea behind
CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) presented in Sharpe (1964). CAPM is
simply saying that the return of any asset is driven by its risk. To be exact, it
is driven by a systematic risk. The idiosyncratic risk can be diversified away
hence should not be compensated.
Rasset = RF + β ∗ (RM arket − RF ) + ϵ

Where R is the return, RF is the Risk-Free rate and ϵ a random error. Rephrasing it in a slightly different context, it says that assets exposure to systematic
risk can explain its returns. Gradually, academics and practitioners have come
up with many other anomalies that are explaining stock returns. Such anomalies represented inconsistencies with CAPM and led to a current academic view
that the market has many drivers of returns.
Rasset = RF + β1 ∗ λ1 + · · · + βk ∗ λk

Where λ1 , ..., λk are different drivers of returs - factors. In plain English, the
returns of an Asset can be largely explained by exposures to different factors
which most likely reflect either the risk or systematic miss-pricing.

2.2.2

Formal definition

The theory that provides a formal background for factors is called Arbitrage
Pricing Theory (APT), and it was proposed in Ross (1976). It is a reaction to
the inability of CAPM to explain the variability seen in the data. So APT can
be seen to represent a more general alternative to CAPM. APT presents the
multi-factor model. In words, the tth return of the ith stock is modeled as a
linear function of factors f1 , f2 , . . . , fk .
ri,t = αi +

k
∑
j=1

where,

βj,i fj,t + ϵi,t
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αi,t : intercept of asset i in time t
f t = (f1,t , f2t , . . . , fk,t ): common factors at period t, constant over i
β i = (β1,i , β2,i , . . . , βk,i ): factor loadings of asseti , constant over t
ϵit : specific factor of asset i (idiosyncratic risk)
Under the assumption that specific factor of asset i (idiosyncratic risk) can be
diversified away, E[ϵi ] = 0, the model has this important result
E[ri,t |f t ] = αi +

k
∑

βj,i fj,t + E[ϵi,t |f t ] = αi +

j=0

k
∑

βk,i fk,t

j=0

This equation is implying what has been already said several times throughout
this thesis - that the returns (ri,t ) of individual assets are explained by the
exposures ((β1,i , β2,i , . . . , βk,i ) to common factors (f1,t , f2t , . . . , fk,t ).

2.2.3

Intuition behind factors

What we know about factors is largely based upon empirical studies, the theory
regarding the explanation of factors is somehow divided and does not offer a
unified view, but several main schools of thoughts have been developed. First
stream support the risk compensation explanation and the other promotes behavioral explanation. Both will be explained in a moment.
Firstly, to create intuition for a factor let us paraphrase the simplifying
definition coined by Clifford Asness - "Factor is a spread between a return on
one set of securities, systematically and clearly defined, versus another set of
securities, systematically and clearly defined". Slightly more formally, the construction of factor can be described in the following way. Sort the universe of
stocks on some common characteristic Θ, then find 20th and 80th percentiles5
and denote them θ20 and θ80 . Then, create two portfolios such that first portfolio consists of all stocks for which characteristic Θ ≤ θ20 . Similarly, the second
portfolio consists of all stocks for which Θ ≥ θ80 . The factor is created simply
by going long one of the portfolios and going short the other. In other words,
when the securities are sorted based on some characteristic and all stocks of a
specific quantile are bought, and all stocks from the opposite quantile are sold
5
Note that the choice of 20th and 80th percentiles is arbitrary and was chosen for illustrative purposes. Factors can be constructed using any percentiles provided that the two
portfolios contain a similar number of stocks.
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the factor is created.
For a better understanding of factor dynamics, it might be useful to break
down factor return generation. Return of a factor is the difference between the
return of the long portfolio and the short portfolio.
Rtf actor = RtLongP ortf − RtShortP ortf

Note the fact that if Short portfolio has a negative return (desired outcome for
shorting stocks), the total factor return increases. Essentially, the factor is a
long-short portfolio or in other words, market-neutral portfolio. It means that
the long run realized return is not generated by the natural tendency of the
broad market to go up, the return is generated by buying stocks that on average
outperform when the market is going up and thus are more than compensating
for losses on shorts. Similar but opposite logic holds for a declining market.
The implication is that the factor is an anomaly of stock returns that is not
explained by a simple exposure to the market risk. Now it is natural to ask how
it is possible that a particular quantile of stocks ordered on some characteristics
has systematically higher (or lower) expected returns than another quantile?

2.2.4

Rationale behind factors

Let us begin with repeating the idea that factors can be seen as anomalies to
CAPM that can be observed in the market. They have been historically shown
to be persistent and to generate positive returns over time, but these positive
realized returns are kind of a puzzle for academics. As mentioned before, there
are two well-regarded explanations for this phenomenon. Firstly, it may be a
compensation for risk. In this context, factors excess returns are considered to
be risk premiums. That means that a higher return rewards higher undertaken
risk. However, if they are a compensation for the risk, the risk should materialise from time to time, and there is empirical evidence for that.6 Practically
all factors are experiencing bad periods of underperformance that are painful
for investors. However, a positive thing about this concept is that it should be
persistent. If it is a reward for risk, it should endure in the future.
6

Especially the Momentum factor is susceptible to harsh periods of extreme underperformance called momentum crashes.
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And the persistence is a big difference between the risk explanation and
the second explanation that builds on behavioural finance and regards factors
as mispricings caused by systematic errors done by irrational investors. People are susceptible to many biases that can be reflected in the markets, and
on such mispricings, other market participants can capitalise. But then, if
many investors are trying to exploit that mispricing, it gets arbitraged away.
Of course, there are limits-to-arbitrage that might prevent arbitragers to wipe
away mispricing fully, but generally, the profitability of mispricing opportunities gets lower as more participants are trying to capitalise on that.
Surely, the two explanations described above are not mutually exclusive.
The factor premium might be comprised of more components and thus be
partly compensation for higher risk and partly a result of irrational trading.

2.3

Return forecasting and timing

When it comes to timing, several things should be kept in mind. Firstly, timing
is an active strategy investors might or might not employ. Secondly, timing is
inherently connected with forecasting. If investors want to time the market,
they need to have a reason to do so. The reason is usually an estimate of the
future expected return that the investor believes is reliable enough and acts
upon it. Both relatively higher and relatively lower future expected return is
useful for the investors, because they might use the leverage to capitalise on
higher future expected return, or they might switch allocation to a different
asset when the lower future expected return is not attractive enough. So the
link between forecasting and timing is solid and the timing will usually be
only as good as the forecasts. That is where it comes to be tricky because
return forecasting is an extremely difficult task to do, but it is not a hopeless
effort. As Ilmanen (2011) states, four approaches can be utilised in order to
investigate or forecast expected returns. Firstly, it is the historical average
returns viewpoint. This approach is backward-looking and relies on extracting
the information from the past that might be used in the future. Such approach
could be susceptible to data mining problem and hindsight bias. It is healthy
to always keep in mind often used sentence that past performance is not an
indication of future results. Secondly, financial and behavioural theories.
It means that the pattern that is seen in the historical data should be backed
by a reasonable theory that explains what is seen in the data. When relying
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on theory, one can avoid falling into data mining or spurious correlation traps.
Thirdly, forward looking market indicators. These are especially relevant
for market timing because since they are forward-looking, they should contain
some predictive power for estimation future expected returns. Such variables
should obviously be historically tested on hard data and there should be a
theory or explanation why the respective variable should predict subsequent
returns. Variables like bond yield or Shiller CAPE are widely considered to
have predicting power for long-horizons future expected returns. Lastly, there
always is a grey ground where a subjective viewpoint or an assumption about
the state of the world has to be made and that is the last aspect that is used in
forecasting expected returns. Obviously, it should be the least important one
and should be only used in tiny doses.

2.3.1

Timing from technical perspective

Timing, in general, can be put in the frame of the conditional probability. However, before the timing is formalized, let us describe the case where the timing
of any form is pointless. Let Xi , i = {1, 2, ..} be a sequence of iid random
variables. In this experiment, think of them as returns of a stock index. Such
stochastic process is stationary and weakly dependent. Therefore it has a constant mean µ , µ > 0 and constant variance (and other moments as well). Such
process is random in its purest form but since all observations are from the
same distribution such process, even though it is random, is well behaved. The
historical analysis of such a stable process gives us fairly valuable information.
If the time series is long enough, the expected value of such process would be
very close to the true mean, the same holds for the variance. What is even
more important, in this setting, the historical average is the best estimate of
future expected returns. Define ω to be any variable that could be used for
timing, then

E(Xt+1 |ωt ) = E(Xt+1 ) = E(X) = µ

This equation is saying that no matter the information that we currently have,
the expected return is always the same - the historical average. In such a
setting, timing is a pointless way of active management because it leads to
deferring essentially constant (equity) premium that is in such asset. Moreover,
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when µ > 0, it is also beneficial for the investor because investment in such asset
would offer positive expectations. And when combined with Kelly Criterion7
investor would be practically guaranteed to earn money on such an investment
in the long run.
But not so uplifting reality suggests that the stock returns are not described
best as an independent identically distributed sequence. Firstly, there might
be some auto-correlation in the short run, and often there is auto-correlation
of variance. Secondly, structural shifts in the economy might bring long-lasting
changes. Hence assumption of constant mean and variance should be relaxed
and the idea of time-varying (equity) premium introduced. This leads to a
setting that opens the door for the concept of timing. Formally,
E(Xt+1 |ωt ) = µ ∗ f (ωt )

Now, the expected return given the current information, ω , is a function of
that information. That means that based on current information, we would
be able to estimate the future expected returns. Such framework would enable
investors to perform timing.
Previously, we referred the currently available information very generally
as ω, but what variables can be used as proxies for ω? What variables can
contain predictive power for future return? Following the Bender et al. (2018),
timing signals can be divided into 5 categories: financial conditions, economic
conditions, sentiment, valuation and trend/momentum. In this thesis, we will
focus mainly on Valuation and momentum signals. In addition to these, we will
further use the spread of the sorting signals to time the factors. A summary of
timing variables (ω), that were used in this thesis is provided in section 5.3.

2.3.2

Volatility estimation with ARCH and GARCH

In finance, the volatility of asset returns is an extremely important measure and
is often a proxy for how risky investment in a certain asset is. Its application
ranges from risk management, to valuing options8 . For us, it will be important
because it is one of the inputs to a Kelly Criterion formula that determines the
optimal fraction of wealth to place on an investment.
7
8

Khanna (2016) and section 2.4.
Black & Scholes (1973)
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When modelling the time-series of stock returns, researchers often face socalled conditional heteroscedasticity. In other words, the stochastic process
does not have constant variance and has periods of both high and low volatility. To work with such processes, models that account for conditional heteroscedasticity are needed. Below, we describe the autoregressive conditionally
heteroscedastic model (ARCH), proposed in Engle (1982), and its extended
version presented in Bollerslev (1986), general autoregressive conditionally heteroscedastic model (GARCH).

ARCH(p)
Consider a time-series t defined as
yt = σt wt

(2.1)

where wt is an iid sequence (white noise) with zero mean and constant variance
and σt is defined as
2
σt2 = α0 + α1 yt−1

(2.2)

where α0 , α1 are parameters to be estimated. By plugging equation (2.2) into
equation (2.1) we receive
√

2
yt = wt α0 + α1 yt−1

Such process is called auto-regressive conditionally heteroscedastic model of
order one, ARCH(1).
Why this process accounts for conditional hetorescadisticity is more evident
when investigating its variance.
V ar(yt ) = E(yt2 ) − (E(yt ))2 = E(yt2 )
(

)

2
)
= E wt2 (α0 + α1 yt−1

2
= E(wt2 ) ∗ E(α0 + α1 yt−1
)

= α0 + α1 V ar(yt−1 )
Evidently, the variance of this process is dependent on the variance in the previous period. The variance of such process is hence persistent, which helps to
model volatility clustering that is observed in stock returns.
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Naturally, the model can be extended to include arbitrary number of lags.
For p lags,

yt = wt



∗ √α

0+

p
∑

2
αi yt−i

i=1

GARCH(p,q)
GARCH model is similar to ARCH; the only difference is that the Moving
average term is added to equation (2.2). However, to define it formally, consider
a time-series t defined as
yt = σt wt
where wt is an iid sequence (white noise) with zero mean and constant variance
and σt is defined as
σt2 = α0 +

p
∑
i=1

2
αi yt−i
+

q
∑

2
βj σt−j

j=1

where α0 , α1 are parameters to be estimated. Then yt is called generalised
auto-regressive conditional heteroskedastic model of order p,q.

2.4

Kelly Criterion

Imagine playing a coin-flipping game with biased coin having the probability
of landing head 60%. The player is facing several decisions to make - whether
to play the game, whether to choose Heads or Tails and importantly, what
fraction of a bankroll to bet. If the player acts rationally, by choosing Heads
is given positive expectations.

exp (X) =

n
∑
i=1

xi ∗ P (X = xi ) = f ∗ p − f ∗

q


=(1−p)

= f ∗ (p − q)
  
>0

where p is the probability of success (Heads in this example), q is the probability
of Tails, and f is the fraction of a bankroll that is placed to a bet. Since the
player has a positive expectation in this game she is expected to earn money
in the long run. Let’s denote Xn the amount of money after n trials, then
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exp (Xn ) = X0 +

n
∑

(p − q) ∗ fi

i=1

where X0 is the initial value of a bankroll. Since (p − q) is positive, then in
expectations, the value of a bankroll should increase. However, be aware that
positive expectations do not guarantee the player to win money no matter how
the player acts, it only guarantees that the player wins in the long run if she acts
optimally or at least close to optimally. What is really important is to choose
the right fraction of the bankroll to place on each bet. With an inappropriate
fraction to bet, you might be even guaranteed to loose money in the long run
no matter the positive expectation9 . As a demonstration of how the size of the
fraction of invested capital influences the results, two simulations of such bets
were generated. In the left plot of Figure 2.2, the player chooses a fraction of
capital that is too high, such decision guarantees bankruptcy in the long run.
In the second plot, the player follows the Kelly criterion for deciding which
fraction to bet. It can be proven that this is the fraction that maximises the
expected amount of money in the long run.

Figure 2.2: Simulation of Coin toss game with different investment
fraction.
Kelly Criterion was originally proposed in Kelly (1956) and provides a theory for optimal allocation when facing bets with positive expectations. It is
derived based on the idea of maximising the growth rate of the bankroll, and
for the binomial games, it equals to a difference in the probability of success
and probability of failure.
f∗ = p − q
Where f ∗ is the optimal fraction to bet, p is the probability of sucess and
9
For example when player chooses fraction to be 1 (all of his money) she is guaranteed to
lose in the long run because limn→inf (1 − pn ) = 1.
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q = (1 − p) is the probability of failure.
However, a much more interesting application for us is its usage in the
investing world. Derived in Rotando & Thorp (1992), it views the stock market
as a continuous betting game and builds on the same idea of maximising the
growth rate of the initial wealth. Then the ideal fraction to invest is defined as
f∗ =

(µ − rf )
σ2

where µ is the average return, rf is the risk-free rate and σ2 the variance of
the returns.

2.5
2.5.1

Econometric and statistical tests
Unit root tests

An important assumption for the linear regression model applied to time-series
data is a strict exogeneity.
E(ut |X) = 0
where, X refers to a matrix of all independent variables in all time periods.
When this assumption is violated, then the regression model is biased and we
must rely on asymptotic properties to obtain consistency. Critical assumptions
for consistent OLS estimators is that both the dependent and independent
variables are stationary and weakly dependent. And here emerges a problem
with unit root processes, or in other words auto-regressive processes that have
ρ equal to 1 . For the sake of argument, let us take AR(1) process where et is
iid sequence with zero mean and variance σe2 .
yt = ρ1 yt−1 + et , t = 1, 2, . . .
then
Cov(yt , yt+h ) = E(yt yt+h ) = ρh1 E(yt2 ) + ρh−1 E(yt et+1 ) + . . . + E(yt et+h )
= ρh1 E(yt2 ) = ρh1 σy2
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hence when ρ = 1 resulting in non-zero correlation
ρh1 σy2
Cov(yt , yt+h )
Corr(yt , yt+h ) =
= 2 = ρh
σy σy
σy
This is why there is a need for formal test of a unit root. The most often used
is Dickey-Fuller test proposed in Dickey & Fuller (1979). To test whether the
process
yt = α + ρ1 yt−1 + et
where et satisfies E(et |y) = 0 , is following a unit root we test the hypotheses
H0 : ρ = 1 against the one-sided alternative H1 : ρ < 1. To do so, slight
adjustment of the equation is needed, subtracting yt−1 from both sides. The
following equation is obtained
∆yt = α + θyt−1 + et
where θ = ρ − 1. This equation is estimated and H0 : θ = 0 against H1 : θ < 0
is tested. Unfortunately, the t statistic for θ̂ does not have an approximate
standard normal distribution even in large sample sizes, so usual critical values
cannot be used, but the proper critical values for this test were determined in
Dickey & Fuller (1979).
Note that augmented version of this test, called augmented Dickey-Fuller
test, follows the same procedure but in addition includes more lagged and
differenced independent variables ∆yt−1 , . . . , ∆yt−p .

2.5.2

Newey and West adjustment

When regression errors suffer from serial correlation,
E(ut us |xt xs ) ̸= 0 ,where t ̸= s
the usual OLS standard errors and test statistics are not valid. There are various possibilities how to deal with the auto-correlated errors; one of them is
to accept that OLS will be inefficient and only adjust the Standard Errors. A
predominantly used approach that creates serial correlation robust standard
errors is presented in Newey & West (1986).
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Consider a general regression model
yt = β0 + β1 x1,t + . . . + βk xk,t + ut
where errors are auto-correlated. Without loss of generality consider β1 our co( Inc )
efficient of interest. Hence denote SE βˆ1
the usual but incorrect standard
error for this coeficient and σ̂ the standard error of this regression.
Estimate a second regression
x1,t = δ0 + δ1 x2,t + δk−1 xk,t + rt
Then for a chosen g define
ν̂ =

n
∑
t=1

â2t + 2

g
∑

⎛

n
∑

[1 − h/(g + 1)] ∗ ⎝

⎞

ât ât−h ⎠

t=h+1

h=1

where ât = r̂t ût for t = 1, 2, . . . . Note that the larger the g, the more terms are
added in order to correct for auto-correlation. Newey & West (1986) propose
g to be a function of the sample size n.
2

g = 4(n/100) 9

Usually, the g is rounded to the nearest integer.
The standard error of β1 , robust of serial correlation, is then defined as
⎡

SE(βˆ1 ) = ⎣

(

SE β̂1Inc
σ̂

) ⎤2
⎦

√
ν̂

To sum it up, Newey and West adjustment is used to correct the usual
Standard Errors when the error terms suffer from serial correlation (e.g. in case
of lagged dependent variable). It is implemented in the standard econometric
packages and the only input that this procedure requires is the number of lags,
g. In our case when we work with monthly data of sample size around 400, we
use g equal to 5 in all our regressions.

Chapter 3
Literature review - Factor timing
The academic literature on factor timing is reflecting the controversy that is
accompanying the concept for a couple of decades. There are proponents and
opponents on both academical and practitioners front. Hence it is not a surprise that different views exist in the literature regarding its feasibility
A cornerstone of timing was placed by Robert Shiller and John Campbell
in 1998 when they presented in their, now seminal, paper the relationship between CAPE (Cyclically adjusted price to earnings) and subsequent ten years
market returns.1 This was one of the first findings that sparked the interest for
systematic timing. From then, researchers were investigating the timing potential of various forward-looking variables on various factors. Academics usually
agree that there is a relationship between certain timing signals and subsequent
returns, but finding in-sample evidence is not often enough to transform it into
a profitable timing strategy that can be implemented. Difficulties of factor
timing are well documented in Bender et al. (2018). The authors are stating that successful market timing faces many challenges including time-varying
relationships, Cherry-Picking indicators based on perfect hindsight and data
revision2 , but they believe that, at the margin, timing can be a source of added
value for investors.
Asness (2016) holds a different view and compares market timing to a Siren
song and recommends that it should be resisted because it is unlikely that
1

Campbell & Shiller (1988)
Often, data are retrospectively revisited and changed to an appropriate valued. Hence
it can happen that data that now seems that they were available in that time, but actually
they were not.
2
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it will bring extra returns. Similarly, Welch & Goyal (2007), focused on the
statistical forecasting power of various timing variables and pointed out that
out-of-sample forecasts of Market Factor are hardly convincing. Further, in
the paper Contrarian Factor Timing is Deceptively Difficult3 , Asness et al. are
investigating timing the HML, Momentum and Low beta (defensive beta) factors using the value spread. Idea is that valuations are mean reverting to fair
value, no matter the factor. They conclude that such timing (using value) is
very correlated to the performance of value factor itself and that it brings disappointing performance.
Interesting is that authors can sometimes weaken their views.Asness et al.
(2017a) analyses timing the Market factor using Shiller E/P and reach a conclusion that timing strategies might often fight time-series momentum and thus
hurting overall performance. He suggests that combining the value timing
signal with the momentum signal can lead to significantly better-performing
contrarian timing strategies. Further, a comprehensive recent study Baba Yara
et al. (2018), which is investigating a relationship between the B/M value spread
and the subsequent returns across multiple asset classes 4 Authors decomposed
the value premium into two components and found that both common and
asset-class specific component contribute equally to the predictability.
In Ric Thomas (2015), the researchers are comparing the performance of
the equal-weighted multi-factor portfolio and timing portfolio in which factors
are timed based on their B/M ratio. When the valuation signal (B/M spread)
is marking certain factor as expansive (low B/M spread) this factor is removed
from the portfolio for three years and the excess cash is reinvested evenly into
remaining factors. The authors showed that such approach can significantly
increase the performance of a factor portfolio. Hence providing some evidence
that timing can have a place in portfolio selection as well.

3
4

Asness et al. (2017b)
Equitie, stock indexes, bonds, currencies and commodities.

Chapter 4
Methodology
To evaluate time-series predictability of factor returns and hence the potential
for market timing we perform two steps. Firstly, we examine predicting potential of our signals. We want to investigate whether there is some statistical
evidence for a link between the present value of a signal and subsequent return.
So we run predictive linear regressions in order to obtain a general overview
and get a feeling for the timing variables that we work with. Secondly, the
main empirical part consists of rather unconventional methodology. Based on
return estimates and volatility estimates, we use Kelly criterion formula to determine the ideal fraction of capital to invest each month, and we compare this
approach with static buy-and-hold.
Estimating future expected return
Based on our timing signals, we can estimate future (one period) expected
return. To ensure that we always work only with the information that was
available in that time we employ rolling predictive regressions,
Rt+1 = α + βsigt + ϵt
From this regression we obtain one of the key inputs to Kelly criterion formula.
Estimating future variance
For forecasting variance, we use rolling window GARCH estimation to forecast
future one-period variance. Rolling window is again used in order not to suffer
from look-ahead bias.
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σt2 = α0 +

p
∑

2
αi yt−i
+

i=1

q
∑

2
βj σt−j

j=1

Calculating Kelly Criterion for stock market
Now we have all the predictions needed for Kelly Criterion formula. So we
calculate the ideal fraction to invest in a factor as
KCt+1 =

r̂t+1 − rft
σ 2ˆ
t+1

2ˆ
Where r̂t+1 is the estimate of one period future return and σt+1
is an prediction
for future variance and rft is the risk-free rate at time t.

However, there is one issue that has to be tackled. What to do when the
predicted return from the regression is negative? We decided to replace negative expected returns and hence negative fractions to invest obtained from
Kelly formula, with zeros. This leads to zero investment in the factor. This is
in line with the fundamental concept of Kelly Criterion which is that it gives
us the ideal fraction to "bet" in the games with positive expectations. And by
the same token, the outlook of negative expectations is a game we do not want
to participate in.
To sum it up, at the end of each month, we make a prediction of the next
period return and variance. We calculate the Kelly criterion and we obtain
a fraction of capital that we invest and hold it for a month. We want to
compare this dynamic allocation to a static buy-and-hold approach to answer
the question of whether the timing can add extra value.

Chapter 5
Data
Many ground-breaking empirical results regarding factors were observed on the
data of the United States stock market using the CRSP/Compustat merged
database, but since individual markets can have their unique characteristics,
the importance of some factors may be higher in certain countries than in others, so it is valuable to investigate factors in the international setting as well. To
obtain the international dataset, we use data from Thompson Reuters, specifically from Thompson Reuters Datastream (herafter TRD) for time-series data
and from Thompson Reuters Worldscope (hereafter TRW) for static data. Unfortunately, the raw data that can be obtained from TRD and TRW are imperfect and erroneous so multiple filtering screens have to be performed in order to
shape them into a form that can be used to draw the similar inference as with
the CRSP/Compustat data. Our main objective in this section is to describe
the process of how exactly we constructed factors, which are comparable to
Fama French factors formed from CRSP/Compustat database. In the section
5.1 data filtering is described in detail and in the section 5.2 the step-by-step
process of the factors construction is described. Lastly, in the section 5.3 we define the timing signals. All steps are highly important for possible replicability
of the results, so we try to give a comprehensive guide on how we proceeded.

5.1

Data Preparation

When filtering data and constructing factors, we closely follow the methodology
proposed in Schmidt et al. (2017)1 . In order to keep the big picture, the data
1

The data filtering part, namely the usage of static and dynamic filters, was based on
Ince & Porter (2006)
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preparation process can be split into two parts. Firstly, the initial universe is
obtained from selected constituent lists2 and dead lists. Secondly, the initial
universe is reduced to contain only common equity and is corrected for obvious
data errors. Both parts are expanded below.
Similar as Schmidt, Schmidt et al. (2017), we use the constituent lists found
in Appendix A as an initial universe. For each country, there is a research list
(starting with WS) and a dead list (to control for survivorship bias). Because
of the poor quality of the data in the first years, we use data from 1985 onward.
This resembles our initial sample, which is still far from the desirable universe
hence we employ static screens to filter the firms that are obviously out of our
interest. Specifically we want to retain only firms that are equities (TYPE
= "EQ"), are major listings (MAJOR = "Y"), are on domestic markets (GEOGN = name_of_domestic_country), are on domestic exchange (EXMNEM
= name_of_domestic_exchange) and are such that the extended name of the
company does not contain suspicious words 3 .
Then for the remaining companies time-series data are downloaded and
dynamic screens are performed. The list of dynamic screens follow.
• The sequences of zero returns calculated from the total return index at
the end of the sample until the first non-zero value are deleted.
• The sequences of zero returns calculated from the Price index at the end
of the sample until the first non-zero value is deleted.
• All "Penny-stocks" (Stocks that have their unadjusted price smaller than
5 per cent quantile of price distribution of the domestic market over the
entire sample) are removed from the sample.
• All returns for which the price exceeds one million of the domestic currency are set to NaN.
• All dividends that are greater than 50% of the adjusted price they are
divided by a certain value4 .
2

Constituent list contains all companies in a given market
For more details of this screening method refer to Ince and Porter (2006)
4
For Greece, Iceland, Italy and Turkey they are divided by 1000, for Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, the U.K. and the U.S. they are divided by 100 , for Austria, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Poland, Sweden and Switzerland they are divided by 10
and in the case of Luxembourg we divide them by 30.b
3
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• When the value of total return index is missing and price and dividends
are available. They are used to calculate returns.
• Make a comparison of TRD total return index with total return index
that was constructed from Price index and Dividends. Every time that
the difference between the two is greater than 0.5 (in absolute terms) use
the self-constructed return.
• Make a comparison of TRD market value with the Market value constructed explicitly by multiplying unadjusted price with the number of
shares outstanding. Every time that the difference between the two is
greater than 0.5 (in absolute terms) mark the Market Value as NaN.
• All returns that exceed 990% are marked as NaN.
• Returns Rt or Rt−1 are removed when they individually exceed 300% and
in the same time their cumulative return, (1 + Rt ) ∗ (1 + Rt−1 ) − 1, is
lower than 50%.
Lastly, two notable facts should be addressed. Firstly, in the US all stocks
from all exchanges are included.5 And secondly, financials are included in the
sample.

5.2

Factors Construction

Our process of constructing factors is replicating approach proposed in Fama
& French (1993) and does follow the guide described in Schmidt et al. (2017).
Below, the construction of each factor is defined.

Value Factor (HML)
The Value Factor is based on the empirical fact that stocks with high bookto-market ratio (hereafter B/M), called value stocks, have, on average, higher
returns than growth stocks (Stocks with low B/M ratio). It is constructed by
sorting stocks each June on their B/M ratio.
B/Mt =
5

BVt−6
M Vt−6

In contrast to FF; they include only NYSE, NQ, AMEX stocks
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where B/Mt is the Book-to-market ration in the sorting month, June. BVt−6
refers to the Book Value (TRW item WC03501) from the December of the
previous year and M Vt−6 refers to the Market Value, again from the prior
December. The six-month delay of both the BV and M V is to account for
the fact that Accounting figures are reported with a delay, the Book Value of
Equity of year t will not be available until June of year t + 1.
Then the sorted universe is split into three portfolios (which are held for a
year) with breakpoints being 30th and 70th percentile. Portfolios are denoted
L (Low B/M), M (Medium B/M), H (High B/M). Then we sort the universe
again based on the Size sort and denote them S (Small) and B (Big). Their
combination creates 6 portfolios S/L, S/M, S/H, B/L, B/M and B/H. The
monthly return of HML is the average of two High portfolios after subtracting
two Low portfolios.
B/H

S/H

S/L

B/L

+ Rt
R
+ Rt
− t
HM Lt =
2
2
This treatment should average out the Size effect and isolate the effect of Value.
Rt

Construction of Size Factor (SMB)
The Size effect is the empirical observation that small stocks (measured by
Market Capitalization) have higher expected returns than large stocks. Based
on this observation, market-neutral Size Factor (hereafter SMB) is constructed
each June by sorting stocks on their Market capitalization (TRD item MC)
Then the sorted universe is split into two portfolios (which are held for a year)
with breakpoint being 80th percentile.6 Portfolios are denoted S (Small) and B
(Big) Then the same sample of stocks is sorted based on the Value Sort into L
(Low B/M), M (Medium B/M) and H (High B/M). When combined creating
6 portfolios S/H, S/M, S/L, B/H, B/M and B/L. The monthly return of Size
factor is then the mean return of three Small portfolios minus the mean return
of three Big portfolios.
S/L

SM Bt =
6

Rt

S/M

+ Rt
3

B/L

S/H

+ Rt

−

Rt

B/M

+ Rt

B/H

+ Rt

3

The usage of 80th percentile instead of the median is a result of slightly different composition of the sample and is based on the comparison of a number of firms each FF portfolio.
For more details refer to Schmidt et al. (2017)
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This adjustment should control for the effect of Value and should make the
Size factor less influenced by Value factor.

Construction of Momentum Factor (WML)
The Momentum effect refers to the empirical observation that stocks that performed well in the past tend to also outperform in the future and stocks that
performed poorly in the past are likely to continue to do so. Interestingly,
this phenomenon is often attributed to behavioural causes7 rather than risk
compensation.
The momentum factor is constructed at the end of each month by sorting
all stocks on their past 11-month cumulative performance during months t − 11
to t − 1.8 Minimum of 9 observations is required.
M omi,t = 100 ×

[

]

∏

(Ri,m + 1) − 1

m∈{t−11:t−1}

Then the sorted universe is split into three portfolios (which are held for a
month) with breakpoints being 30th and 70th percentile. Portfolios are denoted
L (Losers), M (Medium) and W (Winners). Then the same stocks are split into
two portfolios based on the Size sort, denoted S (Small) and B (Big). Together
creating six portfolios S/L, S/M, S/W, B/L, B/M and B/W. The monthly
return of momentum factor is then average of two Winners portfolios minus
the average of two Losers portfolios.
S/W

W M Lt =

Rt

S/L

B/W

+ Rt
2

−

Rt

B/L

+ Rt
2

This procedure should control for the effect of Size and should decrease its
influence on Momentum factor.

5.3

Signals constructions

In this section, the construction process of all candidate timing signals is presented. For each factor, we would like to test 4 timing signals. The valuation
7

Possible explanation might be delayed reaction and overreaction to information.
The current month is excluded because the previous performance over short periods is
negatively linked to future returns. This is known as Short Term reversal effect documented
by Jegadeesh (1990) and Lehmann (1990)
8
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signal, that should indicate how ’expansive’ or ’cheap’ the factor is, time-series
momentum signal that should capitalise on the momentum phenomenon, the
average momentum signal and spread of the sorting variable signal. Note that
the last signal adds only the Size spread signal for size factor because all the
other spreads are contained in previously mentioned signals.

Valuation signals
As legendary investor Warren Buffet famously quoted: "Price is what you pay,
value is what you get." It means that the price of some asset is not the same
as its value. Theoretically, an asset can be undervalued when its price is lower
than its value and on the other hand, when the price is higher than the value,
an asset can be overvalued. The same logic might hold for factors as well, and
we proxy the ’price’ of the factor as the B/M ratio spread between portfolios.
When the spread is large, it indicates that the factor is attractively priced and
when the spread is low (or even negative) it would mean that the factor is relatively expansive. Based on the assumption that these deviations from a fair
value will ultimately return to the equilibrium value, simple timing hypotheses
can be constructed. When the price of a factor, relative to its book value, is
high (low) compared to its history, its future expected returns might be lower
(higher).
The Value signal or value spread is constructed by taking the very same
portfolios that were used for the construction of factor returns, but instead of
average return the average B/M ratio is calculated. For example, for the HML
factor, we would calculate the value signal in the following way.
S/H

hml_value_spreadt =

X̄t

S/L

B/H

+ X̄t
2

−

X̄t

B/L

+ X̄t
2

where X̄ is the average value of B/M ratio in a given portfolio i/j where
i = {S, B} and j = {H, L}.
In the same manner, value signal for other factors is constructed, using the
same portfolios and same holding periods that were used for return calculation
of a given factor.
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Time-series momentum signals
As was said before, momentum is an empirical observation that stocks which
performed well in the past tend to perform well in the future. So we just replace
the individual stock with factors and we ask the same question - is the past
performance relevant for forecasting future performance?
The timing signal for each factor will be constructed in the same way as a
momentum sorting variable for WML factor. So generally,
[

∏

f actor_tsmom_signal =

]

(Rf actor,m + 1) − 1

m∈{t−11:t−1}

What sign should the momentum timing signal has is not quite clear. It
might have a positive sign similarly to a medium-term momentum effect, but
it also might have a negative sign since the successful factors with good recent
performance might attract new investors and if they are the result of miss pricing they might be arbitraged away hence bringing disappointing performance
in the future.

Average momentum signal
Average momentum signal is again constructed by taking the very same portfolios that were used for the construction of factor returns, but instead of average
return, the average momentum is calculated. For example, for the WML factor,
we would calculate the average momentum signal the following way.

S/W

wml_avgmomentum_signalt =

X̄t

S/L

B/W

+ X̄t
2

−

X̄t

B/L

+ X̄t
2

where X̄ is the average value of momentum in a given portfolio i/j where
i = {S, B} and j = {W, L}.
The signal is constructed in the same manner for other factors as well.
Always using the same portfolios that were used for factor construction. Even
though this signal will likely be highly correlated with time-series momentum,
we would like to test its predictive potential separately.
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Sorting signal spread
Lastly, we would like to test the timing of each factor based on the spread of
the sorting signal. For the HML factor, we have already done it since value
signal is the spread of average B/M values in each portfolio and in the same
time HML factor is sorted on B/M ratio. Similarly, the average momentum
spread is a sorting signal for WML factor.
In general, the spread signal can be constructed using the very same portfolios that were used for the construction of factor returns but replacing the
average return always by the average of the sorting variable. In our analysis
only spread for the SMB factor is missing. So we calculate its the Size spread
in the following way.

S/L

Size_spread_t =

X̄t

S/M

+ X̄t
3

B/L

S/H

+ X̄t

−

X̄t

B/M

+ X̄t

B/H

+ X̄t

3

where X̄ is the average value of Market Value in a given portfolio i/j where
i = {S, B} and j = {H, M, L}.
Note that the MV is highly increasing in time therefore this signal has a
strong internal trend which is best described by a quadratic function. There
we adjust for the trend, so the Size_spread_signal is defined as a residuals
from the regression with quadratic time.

Chapter 6
Empirical results
6.1

Factors construction

An important part of this thesis was the very construction of individual risk
factors. Our objective was to create factors that will be comparable to the
ones of Fama French (hereafter FF) which are available on Kenneth French’s
website. For the United States market, we were able to achieve a fairly satisfying match, as shown in Figure 6.1. This figure compares the time-series
of returns between our factors that we constructed (HML, SMB, WML) and
its FF counterparts. In addition, Table 6.1 shows their correlations. The best
match was obtained with Momentum Factor, which has a correlation (with FF)
of 0.93. HML and SMB have correlations 0.87 and 0.80 respectively. Schmidt
et al. (2017) achieved even better match with correlations of 0.93 , 0.88 and
0.93 for WML, HML and SMB respectively. Generally, construction of entirely identical factors from completely different databases cannot be achieved
due to problems like missing values, false observations, rounding conventions
and many others that are specific to each dataset. Even when working with
the same databases, perfect replication is complicated due to back-adjustments
that databases usually undertake. However, since the distributions resemble
each other and correlations are sufficiently high we believe that our factors are
similar enough to consider them and the resulting inference valid.
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Figure 6.1: Comparing our factors constructed from Thompson
Reuters data to factors constructed by Fama French.
Time-series of returns and their distributions.

Factor
HML
SMB
WML

Correlation with Fama French
0.87
0.80
0.93

Table 6.1: Correlations between our factors constructed from Thompson Reuters data and Fama French factors.
Further, before we proceed to the description of signals, summary statistics
of factors are presented in Table 6.2. Note that SMB and HML medians are
lower than averages suggesting a presence of positive outliers. On the contrary,
the median for WML factor is significantly higher than mean, which may point
to the fact that the momentum factor suffers from crashes. These properties
are also visible in the Figure 6.1.
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Mean
0.29
0.32
0.37

Median
0.24
0.14
0.87

Minimum
-13.97
-13.79
-35.73

Maximum
14.25
18.99
35.09

Standard Deviation
3.04
2.96
5.10

Table 6.2: Summary statics of factor returns. (in %)
Ultimately, since we will be running regressions, we would like to test for
the presence of a unit root in the return series. We conduct Augmented DickeyFuller test and we can safely reject the null hypothesis of unit root process at
1% significance level as shown in the Table 6.3.
ADF

HML
-14.90

SMB
-5.43

WML
-6.07

Table 6.3: Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for each factor. All of them
are statistically significant at the 1% level.

6.2

Signals

In this section, we would like to investigate the properties of constructed timing
signals and evaluate their potential for factor timing. Since we would like to
run predictive regressions, our analysis starts with testing for the presence of
unit root in each signal. As shown in Table 6.4, for all signals, we reject the
presence of a unit root at 5% significance level and some of them at even 1%
level.
Factor
HML
HML
HML
SMB
SMB
SMB
SMB
WML
WML
WML

Signal
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread
Size spread
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread

ADF
-3.34
−5.61∗
−5.77∗
-3.11
-3.52
−3.75∗
-3.05
−6.53∗
−4.71∗
−4.51∗

Table 6.4: Augmented Dickey-fuller test for each timing signal. Note:
∗
are significant at 1% significance level, others at 5%.
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Now we would like to investigate, whether there are statistically significant
linear relationships between the value of a timing signal at time t and return
at time t + 1. We split the available dataset into four windows that gradually
grow in size (the last window contains the whole dataset) to investigate how
the relationships evolve in time. Hence for each subsample, we run predictive
regression
Rt+1 = α + βSigt + ϵ
where Sigt is timing signal at time t and ϵ a random error. As shown in
Table 6.5, we found that only Value Spread has a fairly consistently significant
relationship with future returns throughout time and throughout factors. Each
factor has at least one statistically significant period with this signal. For
SMB factor the predictability seems to emerge in last 20 years and for WML
factor the predictability seems to degrade over time. We want to stress out
two important implications from that. Firstly, these results suggest that the
relationships between signals and subsequent returns are time-varying, which
is what makes timing very difficult. And secondly, since the Value Spread is
significant in multiple periods, our exercise is not motivated from hindsight
bias from the year 2017.
Factor
HML
HML
HML
HML
SMB
SMB
WML
WML

Signal
Value Spread
Value Spread
Value Spread
Value Spread
Value Spread
Value Spread
Value Spread
Avg mom

β
Period
1981-1990 0.02
1981-1999 0.02
1981-2007 0.03
1981-2017 0.02
1981-2007 0.12
1981-2017 0.10
1981-1990 0.04
1981-1990 -0.03

β t-statistic
1.54
2.24
3.23
3.39
2.15
2.02
2.19
-1.68

α
α t-statistic
-0.02
-1.25
-0.02
-1.80
-0.02
-2.76
-0.02
-2.84
-0.005
-1.10
-0.004
-1.01
0.003
0.79
0.025
2.03

Table 6.5: From all the signals, only the value Spread seems to have
fairly consistent predicting power both throughout time
and throughout signals. Together with the HML factor, it
is statistically significant at 1% significance level and with
SMB factor it is barely significant at 5% level. All other
signals are not statistically significant and hence are not
shown in the table.
For the whole sample, in the case of HML factor and Value Spread, we obtained t-statistic of 3.39, which is surprisingly high. For example in Baba Yara
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et al. (2018) authors found t-statistic of 2.18. The reason for this is unknown
to us. It may be caused by the differences in datasets, for example, unlike
Baba Yara et al. (2018) we did not exclude financial companies. We investigate this in Subsection 6.5.2. Nevertheless, all the other variables are far from
being convincingly significant which may correspond to the lack of academic
research on them and to the fact they do not have a strong theoretical backup.
Simply, they do not appear very promising.
Further, it has to be mentioned that finding a statistically significant relationship between the factor and a timing variable is only a solid foundation
or a first step. There is still a long and thorny path to take in order to transform this relationship into a meaningful timing strategy. To be able to tell
that the timing is (or is not) viable strategy to follow, the comparison between
static buy-and-hold approach and timing approach that is trying to dynamically change the exposure to the factor has to be conducted. Our methodology
is utilising Kelly criterion and will be described in the following section.

6.3

Kelly Criterion and factor investing

In this section, we would like to test whether we are able to transform the
previously find relationships into timing strategies. We compare the performance of a static buy-and-hold strategy and dynamic strategy that allocates
the fraction of capital to invest based on Kelly criterion. According to our
literature review, such approach is unique in the context of factor timing and
as is often the case, it turned out to be a challenge. Particularly, we found
that our predictive regression often predicts negative returns, which may be a
result of a high level of noise in both returns and signals and that the average
factor return is quite close to zero. These negative predictions translate into
a negative fraction to invest that is suggested by the Kelly criterion. In our
context, it is a ’game we do not want to play’ and we replace these values with
zeros1 . In other words, we stay out of the market. By doing so, the average
fraction that is invested in the factor is very low (usually around 10%). So in
order to compare buy-and-hold with dynamic allocation either some scale-free
1

Question can be raised, why not to short these factors? Generally, due to the high level
of noise in the returns together with positive long-run expectations shorting is often not a
good idea when it comes to timing. However, for the sake of robustness, results when we
allow for shorting, are shown in Subsection 6.5.1
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variable is needed or the average fraction invested should be the same for both
strategies or the outperformance of one of the strategies may be driven solely
by the higher exposure. To face this problem we decided to compare strategies
primarily on the front of their Sharpe ratios. Sharpe ratio is a suitable metric
in this setting because it does not depend much on the ’scale’ of values as it
is leverage-independent (Multiplier appears in both the nominator and denominator and can be subtracted away). Hence, we compare the Sharpe ratio of
the raw factor (mirroring just holding the factor) and the Sharpe ratio of the
timing strategy, which is our strategy of interest. Further to visually compare
both approaches, we use the ’scaled b&h’, which is simply the raw factor scaled
to match the average holding of the timing strategy.
The results are shown in Table 6.6. As apparent from the table, dynamic
allocation using Kelly Criterion had greater Sharpe ratio only 3 out of 10 times,
two times with the Value Spread and HML and SMB factors. This result
corresponds to the fact that the predictive regressions found a statistically
significant relationship between these exact variables. Also, the value Spread
predicting WML factor achieved essentially the same Sharpe ratio as the buyand-hold approach. The fact that the Value Spread has decent performance for
all factors examined suggests that it is definitely the strongest and the most
perspective signal we used.
Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum

B&H
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.22
0.22
0.22

KC dynamic allocation
0.34
0.23
0.42
0.53
0.27
0.21
0.41
0.21
0.18
0.13

Table 6.6: Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy and Dynamic strategy that times allocation based on Kelly criterion. The higher Sharpe ratio of the two is shown in
bold.
First of all, word of caution. Note that all results neglect transaction costs,
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which would lead to a significant decrease in timing strategy performance.
Also, be aware that we compare the Kelly criterion timing strategy with scaled
performance of HML to match the average investment of the former strategy.
Hence the absolute values of returns are somewhat misleading because they are
relative to the entire capital that could potentially be invested.
Further, a result that should be taken with a grain of salt is the outperformance of average momentum signal applied on HML factor. The comparison
of cumulative returns of this strategy is shown in Figure 6.2. This strategy
generated almost all of its return during two years in 1992-1993 and stagnated
ever since. This is one of the reasons, together with the fact that predictive
regression did not find any persistent statistically significant relationship and
the failure of this signal to predict other factors, why we incline to represent
this to be the result of a mere luck, rather than evidence in favour of feasibility
of market timing using Avg momentum signal.

Figure 6.2: Cumulative return comparison of scaled B&H strategy
and Kelly criterion timing strategy.
Naturally, we would like to have a closer look at the winning signal - Value
Spread. Previously we found that this signal has a statistically significant
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relationship with one month ahead return of both HML and SMB factors.
Returns of these strategies are shown in Figure 6.3. The average fraction of
the capital invested during the whole period was only 9.5% and 14% in case of
HML and SMB factors respectively. Both approaches are behaving in a way
that they are out of the market till the very moment when valuations drop and
the Value Spread widens. This corresponds to the results of Cohen et al. (2003)
and Baba Yara et al. (2018). This behaviour results in having large exposures
in periods following market crashes like after the .com bubble in 2000 or after
the financial crisis of 2009. To evaluate whether KC was able to ’time’ the
more promising periods, we compare the average return of ’out-of-market’ and
’in-the-market’ periods. The HML factor has an average return of -0.05% for
a former and 0.7% for the latter and SMB 0.3% and 0.5% respectively. This
suggests that these timing signals might indeed have some predicting power.
But from the practical point of view such strategies are hardly implementable,
mainly due to their low average exposure.
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Figure 6.3: Return plots of HML and SMB factors timed by Value
Spread
Generally, our methodology showed fairly disappointing results regarding
time-series momentum, average momentum and Size spread signals. On the
other hand, it showed that the Value Spread, as a signal, is quite robust and
that it probably contains some predicting power for subsequent returns. Taken
together, using a non-standard dataset, we obtained results that appear to
support the prevailing academic consensus.
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International results

In addition to the United States - the main market that the majority of studies
focuses on, we also include the international results. Specifically, from Europe and Japan. Since we work with the international dataset, subsample for
country/countries of interest are created by subsetting the primary dataset on
geographic identificator GEOG. For Europe, following countries are included
in the subsample: Finland, Germany, Italy, Norway, United Kingdom, Sweden,
Cyprus, Iceland, France, Greece, Lithuania, Austria, Croatia, Ireland, Slovenia, Poland, Spain, Hungary, Czech Republic, Portugal, Slovakia, Belgium,
Denmark, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Latvia, Malta, Montenegro.
Note that the purpose of this section is to offer a larger perspective on factor
timing. We use the same construction process of both factors and signals; we
use completely the same methodology, the only thing that differs is that all
this is conducted not on well researched US data but on European and Japan
markets. In order not to overload this section with similar figures and tables
that were in the previous section we suppress some details (Interested reader
may find these tables in Appendix B) and focus only on the most important
part - results of timing based on Kelly Criterion. However, before we start,
Table 6.7 shows that the correlations we obtained are again sufficiently large
to consider our factors comparable to the ones of Fama French.
Factor
HML
SMB
WML

Europe
0.85
0.75
0.92

Japan
77
83
88

Table 6.7: Correlations between our factors constructed from Thompson Reuters data and Fama French factors for Europe and
Japan.
The results of the Kelly criterion timing strategy are shown in the following Tables. Table 6.8 shows results from Europe and results from Japan are
depicted in the Table 6.9.
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Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum
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B&H
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.61
0.61
0.61

KC dynamic allocation
0.71
1.02
1.03
0.12
-0.15
0.04
0.26
0.34
1.02
0.44

Table 6.8: Europe - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy
and Dynamic strategy that times allocation based on Kelly
criterion. The higher Sharpe ratio of the two is shown in
bold.
Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum

B&H
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.17
0.17
0.17

KC dynamic allocation
0.28
0.50
0.50
0.58
0.42
0.35
0.46
0.29
0.50
0.46

Table 6.9: Japan - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy and Dynamic strategy that times allocation based on
the Kelly criterion. The higher Sharpe ratio of the two is
shown in bold.
An interesting pattern is emerging here. It seems that in general, timing
strategies in these markets are performing significantly better than in the well
developed and well-researched market of the United States. In the case of
Europe timing strategy outperformed 5/10 times and in the case of Japan even
9 out of 10 times. Such predominant outperformance is yet another puzzle that
emerged. We are still unable to offer a convincing explanation, but a clue that
we found suggests that it may come from the ’clustering’ of outperformance
among all (or a majority) of signals in a specific factor. This clustering is caused
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by the fact that all of the signals converged into investing in fairly similar
periods that were exceptionally profitable for a given factor. For example,
Figure 6.4 shows that all of the signals used to time SMB factor were highly
invested following the crash in 2009.

Figure 6.4: SMB factor - Kelly criterion suggested fractions to invest
converge into investing significantly post 2009.
Why these diverse signals converged to suggest investing during similar periods is an interesting question. Surely, we might have been simply lucky that
these signals invested in profitable periods, but there is one other explanation
worth considering. This finding may indeed be suggestive of the fact that the
essence of timing profitability may not lie in a small edge that materialises continually month-by-month but rather in investing large amounts in few periods
of high subsequent expected returns or by disinvesting in periods where the
expected return is unusually low.

6.5
6.5.1

Robustness
Allowing shorting

As was mention in the text, shorting is kind of an extreme approach when it
comes to timing. The relationships between the timing variable and subsequent
returns are often quite weak and unstable, and the assets usually have longrun positive expected returns, not to mention that shorting often comes with
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a cost. Hence the odds for shorting are indeed not favourable. So the majority
of studies is avoiding it and rather trying to be always long with only adjusting
exposure based on the timing signals.
Results when we allowed for shorting are shown in Tables 6.10, 6.11 and
6.12. As is apparent from the tables, the performance of the shorting strategies
is almost uniformly disappointing having lower Sharpe ratios than the strategy
that stays out of the market rather then shorts it.
Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum

B&H
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.22
0.22
0.22

KC dyn. alloc.
0.34
0.23
0.42
0.53
0.27
0.21
0.41
0.21
0.18
0.13

KC dyn. alloc. - shorts
0.15
-0.06
-0.03
0.27
-0.02
-0.11
0.14
0.01
-0.06
0.05

Table 6.10: US - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy,
dynamic strategy that times allocation based on Kelly
criterion and dynamic strategy that allows shorting. The
highest Sharpe ratio of the three is shown in bold.
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Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum
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B&H
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.61
0.61
0.61

KC dyn. alloc.
0.71
1.02
1.03
0.12
-0.15
0.04
0.26
0.34
1.02
0.44

KC dyn. alloc. - shorts
0.66
0.78
0.77
0.05
-0.16
0.14
0.14
0.24
0.78
0.41

Table 6.11: Europe - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy, dynamic strategy that times allocation based on
Kelly criterion and dynamic strategy that allows shorting. The highest Sharpe ratio of the three is shown in
bold.

Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum

B&H
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.17
0.17
0.17

KC dyn. alloc.
0.28
0.50
0.50
0.58
0.42
0.35
0.46
0.29
0.50
0.46

KC dyn. alloc. - shorts
0.08
0.41
0.42
0.56
0.35
0.39
0.33
0.09
0.40
0.22

Table 6.12: Japan - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy,
dynamic strategy that times allocation based on Kelly
criterion and dynamic strategy that allows shorting. The
highest Sharpe ratio of the three is shown in bold.
.

6.5.2

Excluding financials

Financial companies are often excluded from the quantitative studies because of
the different structure of asset and liabilities such companies have. Specifically,
the high leverage that is usual for financial firms might often have a different
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meaning than for non-financial firms, where high leverage more likely indicates
distress. In our work, we do not exclude financials, but we did so as a robustness
check. Results of the Kelly criterion timing strategies for US , Europe and
Japan are shown in tables 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 respectively. Although, the
absolute values of the Sharpe ratios are slightly different, the conclusions made
in previous sections remain similar.
Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum

B&H fin excl
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.20
0.20
0.20

KC dyn. alloc.
0.38
0.23
0.42
0.53
0.27
0.21
0.41
0.21
0.18
0.13

KC dyn. alloc. - fin excl.
.39
0.13
0.17
0.48
0.30
0.29
0.47
0.18
0.14
0.14

Table 6.13: US - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy,
dynamic strategy that times allocation based on Kelly
criterion and dynamic strategy that with financials excluded.

Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum

B&H - fin. excl.
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.16
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.59
0.59
0.59

KC dyn. alloc.
0.71
1.02
1.03
0.12
-0.15
0.04
0.26
0.34
1.02
0.44

KC dyn. alloc. - fin. excl.
0.81
1.06
1.06
-0.11
-0.13
-0.05
0.17
0.27
1.06
0.45

Table 6.14: Europe - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy, dynamic strategy that times allocation based on
Kelly criterion and dynamic strategy with financials excluded.
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Factor
Signal
HML
Value Spread
HML
TS momentum
HML Avg momentum
SMB
Value Spread
SMB
TS momentum
SMB AVG momentum
SMB
Size Spread
WML
Value Spread
WML
TS momentum
WML Avg momentum
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B&H - fin. excl.
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.22
0.22
0.22

KC dyn. alloc.
0.28
0.50
0.50
0.58
0.42
0.35
0.46
0.29
0.50
0.46

KC dyn. alloc. - fin. excl.
0.37
0.58
0.59
0.41
0.43
0.25
0.33
0.34
0.57
0.47

Table 6.15: Japan - Sharpe ratios comparison of static B&H strategy,
dynamic strategy that times allocation based on Kelly
criterion and dynamic strategy with financials excluded.
.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, the prospect of factor timing is examined. Primarily on the
United States market, but Europe and Japan are investigated as well. Firstly,
we construct common risk factors from the Thompson Reuters data. This
process introduced many technical difficulties from extensive data cleaning to
the own construction of the factors. Ultimately, we were able to obtain factors that were sufficiently comparable to the industry-standard factors of Fama
and French. To evaluate the feasibility of factor timing, we employ an unconventional methodology that consists of dynamically changing factor exposure
based on the Kelly criterion formula. Testing 4 timing signals - Value Spread,
Time-series momentum, Avg momentum and Signal spread on each of the three
factors - HML, SMB, WML; we obtained quite heterogeneous results comparing
United states with an international setting. For the United States, we showed
that only timing based on Value Spread was able to outperform static buy-andhold approach in terms of higher Sharpe ratios on HML and SMB factors. All
the other tested signals showed disappointing results. For Europe and Japan,
timing strategies performed surprisingly well, often outperforming passive investment into factors. None of the signals can be put forward because all of
them performed fairly well, but a notable finding was made. It appears that
the outperformance of timing strategy is driven by the ability of the signals to
invest in the similar unusually profitable period suggesting that timing might
be highly influenced by only a few ’bets’ throughout history. In general, this
methodology has shown to be a two-edged sword. On the one hand, there is
slight evidence that some form of timing might be possible. However, on the
other hand, this methodology leads to a low average exposure hence reducing
the feasibility of practical implementation of such approach confirms what lit-

7. Conclusion
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erature on factor timing stresses out - successful factor timing is immensely
difficult.
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Appendix A
Constituent lists
1. United States
Research lists: FUSAA, FUSAB, FUSAC, FUSAD, FUSAE, FUSAF,
FUSAG.
Dead lists: DEADUS1, DEADUS2, DEADUS3, DEADUS4, DEADUS5,
DEADUS6.
TRW lists: WSUS1, WSUS2, WSUS3, WSUS4, WSUS5, WSUS6,
WSUS7, WSUS8, WSUS9, WSUS10, WSUS11, WSUS12, WSUS13,
WSUS14, WSUS15, WSUS16, WSUS17, WSUS18.
2. International
Austria: WSCOPEOE, ALLAS, DEADOE
Belgium: WSCOPEBG, FBDO, DEADBG
Denmark: WSCOPEDK, FDEN, DEADDK
Finland: WSCOPEFN, FFIN, DEADFN
France: WSCOPEFR, FFRA, ALLFF, DEADFR
Germany: WSCOPEBD, FGER1, FGER2, DEADBD1, DEADBD2
Ireland: WSCOPEIR, FIRL, DEADIR
Italy: WSCOPEIT, FITA, DEADIT
Netherlands: WSCOPENL, FHOL, ALLFL, DEADNL
Norway: WSCOPENW, FNOR, DEADNW
Portugal: WSCOPEPT, FPOM, FPOR, FPSM, DEADPT
Spain: WSCOPEES, FSPN, DEADES
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Sweden: WSCOPESD, FSWD, DEADSD
Switzerland: WSCOPESW, FSWS, DEADSW
Turkey: WSCOPETK, FTURK, DEADTK
United Kingdom: WSCOPEUK, FBRIT, DEADUK
Luxembourg: WSCOPELX, FLUX, DEADLX
Greece: WSCOPEGR, FGREE, FGRPM, FGRMM, FNEXA, DEADGR
Hungary: WSCOPEHN, FHUN, DEADHU
Poland: WSCOPEPO, FPOL, DEADPO
Czech Republic: WSCOPECZ, FCZECH, FCZECHUP, DEADCZ
Slovakia: FSLOVAK, FSLOVALL, DEADSLO
Iceland: WSCOPEIC, FICE, DEADIC
Japan: WSCOPEJP, JAPALL
Hong Kong: WSCOPEHK, HGKG, DEADHK
Singapore: WSCOPESG, FSINQ
Australia: WSCOPEAU, FAUS, DEADAU
Canada: WSCOPECN, LTTOCOMP, DEADCN1, DEADCN2

Appendix B
International Results - Tables
In this appendix, find ADF and Predictive regression tables for both Europe
and Japan.

Europe

ADF

HML
-7.74

SMB
-5.50

WML
-9.00

Table B.1: Europe - Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for each factor.
All of them are statistically significant at the 1% level.

Factor
HML
HML
HML
SMB
SMB
SMB
SMB
WML
WML
WML

Signal
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread
Size spread
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread

ADF
-2.74
−3.57∗
−3.67∗
-2.17
−4.32∗
−5.00∗
−3.58∗
−4.17∗
−4.98∗
−3.79∗

Table B.2: Europe - Augmented Dickey-fuller test for each timing signal. Note: ∗ are significant at 1% significance level; others
are insignificant.

B. International Results - Tables
Factor
HML
HML
HML
HML
HML
SMB
SMB
WML

Signal
Value Spread
Value Spread
TS momentum
TS momentum
Avg momentum
Avg momentum
Size Spread
TS momentum

IV

Period
β
β t-statistic
1990-1997
0.02
2.8
1990-2004
0.02
1.78
1990-2010
0.02
1.81
0.03
2.69
1990-2018
1990-1997
0.04
2.31
1990-2004
0.03
1.57
1990-1997 -0.00001
-1.54
1990-2004
-0.05
-1.96

α
α t-statistic
-0.02
-2.28
-0.02
-1.16
-0.004
-2.56
-0.003
-1.78
-0.003
-1.81
-0.001
-0.95
0.01
1.56
0.01
2.30

Table B.3: All signals for HML factor has at least one statistically
significant (or almost statistically significant) period. In
general, it seems that momentum timing is performing
better in Europe. All other signals have t-statistic smaller
than 1.5 and are omitted from the table.

Japan

ADF

HML
-16.69

SMB WML
-9.51 -15.98

Table B.4: Japan - Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for each factor. All
of them are statistically significant at the 1% level.

Factor
HML
HML
HML
SMB
SMB
SMB
SMB
WML
WML
WML

Signal
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread
Size spread
Value Spread
TS momentum spread
Avg momentum spread

ADF
-2.03
2.37
−3.41∗
-2.00
-2.72
-2.78
1.18
−3.38∗
−2.86∗
−3.46∗

Table B.5: Japan - Augmented Dickey-fuller test for each timing signal. Note: ∗ are significant at 5% significance level; others
are insignificant. Generally, we had not enough evidence
to reject the unit root for the majority of signals.

B. International Results - Tables
Factor
HML
HML
HML
SMB
SMB
SMB
SMB
WML
WML
WML

Signal
Value Spread
Value Spread
Avg momentum
Value Spread
TS momentum
Avg momentum
Avg momentum
Avg momentum
Avg momentum
Avg momentum

Period
β
1990-2004 0.005
1990-2010 0.005
1990-2004 0.02
1990-2018 0.04
1990-2018 - 0.04
1990-1997 -0.08
1990-2018 0.03
1990-2004 0.02
1990-2010 0.02
1990-2018 0.02

V
β t-statistic
α
α t-statistic
2.03
-0.0005
-0.14
1.74
-0.0002
-0.07
1.51
0.004
2.28
2.03
-0.003
-1.30
2.17
0.001
0.63
-1.60
-0.003
-0.80
2.24
0.002
1.30
2.11
-0.018
-2.48
2.60
-0.016
-2.55
2.74
-0.012
-2.32

Table B.6: Average momentum performed unusually well having at
least one statistically significant period in each factor.

